Clitic, 8e jrdvxec; avaKeKafo)n.u.£vcp rcpoodmco xr|v 56^av Kupiou icaT07txpi^6(ievoi TT|V auxriv eiicova |j.eTa|j.op<|)ou|iE9a GOTO &6t,r\c, eiq 56cjav nPOI KOPINOIOYI, B, iii, 18 I N THE MIDDLE of the sixth century the Emperor Justinian founded a monastery on Mount Sinai to commemorate the traditional site on which God had revealed himself to Moses.
The apse is framed with thirty-one medallion busts of figures identified by inscriptions. In the lower margin are the figures of David, all the major and minor prophets, the hegoumenos Longinus and John the Deacon, 5 and in the upper the remaining Apostles and Evangelists. Above the head of Christ, between the images of Andrew and Paul, one more medallion bears a golden Greek cross against a background of three concentric blue spheres which darken towards the centre. The triumphal arch has a medallion with the Lamb of God (PI. 2a) in three-quarter view, set against a Greek cross, and on either side is a winged angel bearing a sceptre and cross-orb. Medallion busts of the Virgin and John the Baptist below the angels complete the composition. The area above the arch contains two Sinai scenes: the Burning Bush and Moses receiving the Law. The strictly symmetrical composition of the apse and triumphal arch has a vertical axis formed by David, Christ, the Greek cross and the Lamb of God.
JERZY MIZIOLEK
Interesting observations have been made on the iconography and meaning of the Sinai mosaics by various scholars, 6 above all Kurt Weitzmann, in what is so far the most comprehensive interpretation. 7 According to Weitzmann, six 'layers' of meaning can be discerned; however, he has almost completely neglected the problem of the light which, in the form of wide and distinctly drawn rays, emanates from the figure of Christ. Though never a subject of detailed study, the problem has been raised by a number of authors, some of whom argue that the rays of the Transfiguration symbolise the theophany and reveal God's glory as well as the divine nature of Christ, presenting him as Kyrios elevated by God the Father. 8 Although another scholar has recently emphasised the relation between light and the dogma of the Holy Trinity, 9 all these observations, however correct, remain fragmentary. The purpose of this article is to offer a more comprehensive interpret ation.
An important element in the problem of the Sinai Transfiguration is the number of the rays. Some art historians observe only seven, 10 but others are of the opinion that there may be eight.
11 Part of the mosaic above Christ's head is missing. A hook was at some point driven into the wall to hang a lamp, but in time it rusted and partly destroyed the nimbus and the mandorla. On the edge of the area of loss there is most probably a remnant of an eighth ray emerging vertically behind Christ's head or nimbus. The outermost oval of the mandorla has a zone of lighter blue and there appears to be a break in the double outline of gold around the mandorla at that place. The small fragment of background above this seems to be a mixture of silver and gold tesserae like the other seven rays emanating from Christ.
12
The Sinai mosaics are the earliest known example of a Transfiguration with rays. 13 Neither the rays nor the mandorla appear in two earlier representations of 26 This is not fully convincing, for examples of Helios as a solar charioteer differ considerably from the Sinai scene. There is a similarity between the wide rays in the Transfiguration and the beams radiated by the Phoenix in the Antioch mosaic and by the personification of the sun in a miniature in the Vatican Vergil, both of which date from the fifth century.
27 Some valuable general obser vations concerning the symbolism of rays in the Capella Palatina Transfiguration in Palermo, and their relation to the christogram seen as a solar sign, have been made; but they do not explain the problem though they point to interesting possibilities. 28 The suggestion of solar ancestry may be examined in a modified form: the Sinai rays derive from representations of the sun as a circle with eight rays or as an eight pointed star-representations which date back as far as the art of the Ancient East. One of the earliest examples is an Old Babylonian relief, now in the Louvre, which depicts the sun as a disk with eight pointed rays. 29 A slightly different sun motif, common in the Ancient East, occurs on a NeoHittite stele from Northern Syria, now in Berlin. 30 Here it is a rosette within a winged disk, and the eight rays have the form of petals. There were also many representations of the sun radiating eight beams from its central circle, and it seems that similar motifs have been found on objects dating from prehistoric times made in Northern Europe. 27 Loerke (as in n . 8) An eight-pointed star or a circle with eight rays was frequently used to depict the sun in Greek and Roman art too. Good examples are a decadrachm obverse dating from around 500 BC (PI. 3d), 32 and a vase from the fourth or third century BC found at Amissus (PI. 3e). 33 The coin shows the sun as a circle with eight rays above a two-wheeled cart, whereas the vase depicts the sun as a star placed between two smaller stars (Dioscuri), over the head of Alexander the Great-the new sun. Similar stars were used to decorate the diadems of the priests of Helios in Egypt.
34
They also appear on Roman coins; suffice it to mention those of Constantine the Great, in both the Eastern and the Western parts of the Empire. Eight-pointed stars were placed above representations of triumphal arches and gates and have been related to the concept of Sol Dominus Imperii Romani. 35 The sun as a circle with rays very often appears on contorniates. 36 An example in the Vatican shows the head in profile of Alexander the Great as Hercules (PI. 3c). 37 At the tip of Alexander's chin is a circle, with eight T' shaped rays emanating from it, which can be taken to represent the sun. The letter 'S' inscribed in the circle stands for Salus or Sol. In this instance the sun motif is used to symbolise prosperity brought by the rising sun.
38
The sun as a circle with eight rays (or 'bunches' of rays), or as an eight-pointed star, is also a common motif in Christian art. Good examples can be found in three tenth-century manuscripts: the Joshua Roll, which is based on an early Christian archetype (PI. 5a), 39 most important representations, however, can be found in two other illuminated codices: the ninth-century Sacra Parallela, probably based on early Christian models, 43 and the Smyrna Physiologus, no longer extant, dating from the eleventh century. 44 In both, the personified sun appears in a clipeus whence emanate eight rays. The image of Helios in the Sacra Parallela (PI. 5d) occurs in a scene depicting the sickness of Hezekiah. A youthful face in a clipeus with eight symmetrically positioned 'bunches' of rays, one set of which falls on a sundial, is shown above the prophet in conversation with the ailing monarch. Even more significant in the context of the Sinai Transfiguration is the imago Solis from the Smyrna Physiologus (PI. 5b). A bust of a young man, not a woman as has been suggested, is depicted in a clipeus above a Phoenix burning on a column. He holds an orb in his left hand, while the open palm of his right hand is raised to head level. 45 The eight triple 'bunches' of rays seem to proceed not so much from the edge of the clipeus as from the solar figure itself. Though drawn rather perfunctorily, they appear to emanate from one point and form a kind of star. This image appears to be a faithful imitation of representations of the deity of light of the Sol Invictus type, common in late antique art, rather than an original creation by the eleventh-century illuminator of the codex. 46 There is undoubtedly a close affinity between this image and the Sinai Christ except that the Physiologus illustration is only a bust, not a fulllength portrayal. It is fair to add that representations of the sun as a circle surrounded by seven rays or a seven-pointed star occur nearly as frequently as the eight-pointed star and the circle with eight rays. The preceding discussion by no means exhausts our examination of the iconographic antecedents of the Sinai mosaics because the examples given refer only to the figure of Christ and the rays, not to the whole scene in the apse. Let us return to the suggestion that representations of the theophany in Christian art were modelled on images of the rising sun. 48 It is a fruitful idea that can perhaps be taken further. Consider the scene on a red-figure vase from central Italy, now in Parma, dated c. 400 BC (Pis 3a, b) .
49 This is perhaps too remote to be a direct source of influence, but it provides a striking analogy. The rising sun (or the sun reappearing after an Various elements which appear in the Sinai Transfiguration are present in this scene, which is itself unique in the history of ancient art. The similarity is apparent in the almost symmetrical layout of the composition, in the central figure emitting rays, in the poses and gestures of the witnesses, in their positioning and in the atmosphere created by the miracle. The representations of the sun as a circle with emanating rays or as a star, together with the scene on the Parma vase, constitute a body of comparative material sufficient to conclude that there is a close correlation between the Sinai Transfiguration and the iconography of the sun. 50 What then is the function of the solar element in all this?
The Transfiguration figures in all three synoptic Gospels. Luke (ix, 29-30) says: 'And as he (Christ) prayed, the fashion of his countenance was altered, and his raiment was white and glistering. And, behold, there talked with him two men, which were Moses and Elias' Mark (ix, 3): 'And his raiment became shining, exceeding white as snow; so as no fuller on earth can white them.' The most important of the three for our purposes is Matthew (xvii, 2): 'And was transfigured before them: and his face did shine as the sun, and his raiment was white as the light.' Nevertheless, even an eloquent comparison of Christ with the sun is not the same as actually calling him the sun. These Gospel passages were commented on repeatedly by Christian writers from the third century onwards, with the sun analogy receiving extended treatment. 51 
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JERZY MIZIOLEK uprightly as in the day. Being revealed to them he will shine on them not only as the sun, but one seen to be the Sun of righteousness (xii, 37).
52
In his sermon on the Transfiguration, Ephraem Syrus writes about two suns which were seen by the three Disciples on Mount Tabor-the natural sun and the face of Christ; the light radiating from Christ's face, brighter than the light of the natural sun, revealed the magnificence of the divinity of the Transfigured Son of Man.
53
Whereas Moses's face at Sinai shone with the reflected glory of the Lord, Christ's glory on Tabor was that of his own divinity. Similar words occur in a fifth-century anonymous Latin writer, Pseudo-Leo:
Today in his Transfiguration, he (Christ) wished to make a unified harmony of both Scriptures ... Today the Disciples were able to see two suns upon the mountain; the first was in the firmament and can be seen by all men, but the other shines more splendidly than this and is seen only by the prophets and Disciples: the face of Jesus. This Sun flashes on the mountain and by its power lights up that other which is in the firmament. This is the Sun of justice which shines and blazes: in its blazing it enkindles the faithful, and in its shining it illumines all men. In all the commentaries so far mentioned, whether Greek, Latin or Syriac, solar definitions of Christ serve a double purpose. On the one hand they underline the divine nature of Christ, and on the other they contrast the true Light that emanates from Christ with the light of the sun 'qui adoratur a paganis et Manichaeis'. 60 If it is borne in mind that the divinity of Christ is given effect on Mount Tabor by way of an exegesis of the Old Testament event on Mount Sinai, the 'solarity' of Christ becomes significant in terms both of demonstratio and of praeparatio evangelica: what Moses had veiled, and what the pagans had been deflected from by worshipping the natural sun, stands revealed in the glory of the Transfiguration.
61
But are the rays in the Sinai Transfiguration sufficient grounds for interpreting the portrayal of Christ as the spiritual Sun of righteousness? To answer this question let us make the following comparison. An identical motif of rays appears in scenes depicting the Harrowing of Hell.
6 -The earliest known example, in which the rays are symmetrically arranged as in the Sinai Transfiguration, is the mosaic chapel of S. Zeno at S. Prassede in Rome dating from the first quarter of the ninth century 59 For Anastasius's texts, see Guillou (as in n. 4), pp. 237f, 240f, 247f. On p. 248, 5-7: 'm> ftp ei 6 jiaXmac. KOU ve'ou; ueairrn;, nakaibc, GEOI; KCU VEO^ avSpomoi;-&u e! 6 jidXai e'jri TOO opou^ Iivd xpn|ioeriaa<; <Sut>av6x; KOU viv £m toO opotx; °° These words occur in St Augustine's Enarratio in Ps. xxv, 3: CCSL, xxxviii, p. 143. As is well known, the pagan cult of the Sun reached its peak in the 3rd century and at the beginning of the 4th, but even in St Augustine's and Leo the Great's day there seemed to be a fairly large number of sun-worshippers, as the repeated warn ings against them testify; for Augustine e.g. Sermo cxc, vii, 1 (PL, xxxviii, col. 1007) and Enarrationes in Psalmos x, 3; lxxx, 14; xciii, 4; ciii, 1923; cxlii, 3; cxlviii, 16 ; cf. also xcvi, 18 (CCS/, xxxviiixl). Cf. also Theodoret of Cyrus, Hellenikon therapeulike pathematon, iii, 6-13 (Theodoret de Cyr, Therapeutique des maladies helleniques, nine rays, is surrounded by symbols of the Evangelists and the Elders of the Apocalypse. 78 In the apse of SS. Cosma e Damiano a full length figure of ChristOriens clothed in a golden garment appears among the apostles and saints, erect on clouds brightened by the dawn, his right hand raised with open palm. 79 Although these representations of Christ use different iconographic formulae, they are all based on the premise that Christ is the spiritual Sun. Of particular relevance is the image in SS. Cosma e Damiano, because it was executed in the reign of Justinian. Two further examples may be cited: the mosaic in the apse of Hosios David in Thessalonica (PI. 6c) 80 and the illustration to Psalms xlix/1 in the Chludov Psalter (PI. 8c) probably based on an early Christian model. 81 The Hosios David mosaic shows a young Christ within a round mandorla, seated on the arc of a rainbow with his right hand raised and his left holding an open scroll inscribed with a paraphrase of Isaiah (xxv, 9). The figure of Christ is set against a shining disc emitting alternately wider and narrower rays of light. From behind the mandorla emerge the symbols of the Evangelists. It is the hill beneath, with the four rivers of Paradise flowing from it, that is the relevant element in the composition. The theophany is witnessed by two prophets, one on each side of Christ. Some scholars believe them to be Habakkuk and Ezekiel, whereas others suggest Isaiah or Ezekiel and St John the Evangelist. 82 It is probably right to sup pose that it is a 'synthetic' representation, combining the Old Testament with 
